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Short description of the organisation: The research program of the Centre focuses on the
mechanisms and consequences of biodiversity. Mathematical modelling of ecological processes is
center of most of our research. The Centre coordinates research government program Biodiversity of
ecosystems. Additionally, researchers of the Centre conduct about twenty projects funded by the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education. Apart from standard laboratories and animal rearing
facilities used for ecological experiments, the Centre is equipped with instruments for chemical and
microbiological analyses, and for studies in soil ecology, ecotoxicology, and hydrobiology. We have
started close cooperation with Metapopulation Research Group from Helsinki University to apply
advances of reserve network planning to improve Polish nature reserve system
Proposed contribution to the project:
We plan to build internet portal supporting spatial planning and infrastructure development in the face
of climate change. Portal would supply information about changes of biodiversity hotspots and
species ranges in coming eight decades in Central Europe. This knowledge would be broadly used by
stakeholders, developers, local councils or even foresters and farmers. We would take advantage of
advances in both modeling climatic envelopes (Thuiller et al 2008) and in reserve prioritization
(Kremen et al 2008). Modeling would involve all Polish birds, butterflies and plants and use spectrum
of habitat and climatic information. Modeling might be extended to other neighboring countries. To
sum up it is attempt to both predict collisions between infrastructure development and future diversity
hotspots and mitigate these effects by presenting easily available information to very broad audience.
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Other information (if relevant): Project will be carried out with close cooperation with
Metapopulation Research Group from Helsinki University.

